Camillus: Our Very Best (OVB)

OVB
( #CF0201 )
In the years between the turn of the century and World War Two, Camillus Cutlery was responsible for
producing what was considered one of the finest quality knife lines of the day-OVB. OVB is an acronym for "Our
Very Best". These knives were elegant designs crafted of the finest materials available at the time. In addition,
the best craftsmen the factory had under its roof were picked to build them. For 2002 we are resurrecting this
grand old brand of knives. This time we have selected Master Bladesmith Jerry Fisk one of the worlds finest
custom makers for the design and testing of the first OVB product in over sixty years, The Fisk Presentation
Bowie.
This knife starts out as a billet of our premium 0170-6C Carbon steel and is mated to a hand-selected stabilized
amber fiddleback maple handle. A precision fit guard and ferrule add a touch of class, and are accented by
stainless steel handle bolts that are seamlessly blended like the finest handmade knife. This knife is a
presentation version of Mr. Fisk's signature Bowie, the Comanchero, a timeless design that is practical for a
variety of uses.
This new OVB Bowie is the perfect fixed blade addition for the serious knife collector as only five hundred of this
model will be produced in 2002. The OVB Bowie will be consecutively serial numbered and also will come with a
padded knife case to protect your investment. The sheath for this model is a heavy-duty brown leather slip
sheath that has a removable frog for belt carry. The simple, yet practical design of the sheath is true to the
classic lines of the knife.
Camillus Cutlery is extremely honored to be working with Mr. Fisk. We hope to introduce other OVB models in
the future that not only showcase the beauty of traditional, natural materials but also the high quality attainable
by our factory craftsmen.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Blade Steel: 0170-6C Carbon steel
Blade Length: 7"
Blade Steel: 0170-6C, .188" stock
Handle Material: Stabilized Fiddleback Maple
Bolster/Guard: Stainless Guard
Finish: Satin
Sheath: Leather with traditional "Frog-Stud"

OVB "Fisk" Bowie ( #CF0203 )
In the years between the turn of the century and World War Two, Camillus Cutlery was responsible for
producing what was considered one of the finest quality knife lines of the day-OVB. OVB is an acronym for "Our
Very Best". These knives were elegant designs crafted of the finest materials available at the time. In addition,
the best craftsmen the factory had under its roof were picked to build them. For 2002 we are resurrecting this
grand old brand of knives.
This time we have selected Master Bladesmith Jerry Fisk one of the worlds finest custom makers for the design
and testing of the first OVB product in over sixty years, The Fisk Presentation Bowie. The second installment of
the Fisk OVB Bowie with an Ironwood handle, is the perfect fixed blade addition for the serious knife collector as
only five hundred of this model will be produced in 2002. This knife is a presentation version of Mr. Fisk's
signature midsize Bowie, the Comanchero, a timeless design that is practical for a variety of uses.
This knife starts out as a billet of our premium 0170-6C Carbon steel and is mated to a hand-selected stabilized
desert ironwood handle. A precision fit guard and ferrule add a touch of class, and are accented by stainless
steel handle bolts that are seamlessly blended like just the finest handmade knife. The Ironwood OVB Bowies
will be consecutively serial numbered and also will come with a padded knife case to protect your investment.
The sheath for this model is a heavy-duty brown leather slip sheath that has a removable frog for belt carry.
The simple, yet practical design of the sheath is true to the classic lines of the knife. Camillus Cutlery is
extremely honored to be working with Mr. Fisk. We hope to introduce other OVB models in the near future that
not only showcase the beauty of traditional, natural materials but also the high quality attainable by our factory
craftsmen.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Blade Steel: 0170-6C Carbon steel
Blade Length: 7"
Blade Steel: 0170-6C, .188" stock
Handle Material: Ironwood
Bolster/Guard: Stainless Guard
Finish: Satin
Sheath: Leather with traditional "Frog-Stud"

MSRP $310.00

Read about the
designer
Jerry Fisk

Comes with Leather Sheath and zipper pouch

OVB "Fisk" Southwest Bowie ( #CF0301 )
The newest installment in the Jerry Fisk designed National Living Treasure series of OVB knives, the Southwest
Bowie is among the largest and finest factory produced bowie knives ever made. The 11�, 0170-6C carbon
steel blade is perfectly satin finished and sports a subtle upswept curvature along its top and bottom edges for
the ultimate in high-performance.
The classic shape is ruggedly constructed of the finest materials, including stainless steel guard and ferrule and
hand-finished amber fiddleback maple handle. A premium leather sheath is included. This edition is limited to
750 serial-numbered pieces.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Blade Steel: 0170-6C Carbon steel
Blade Length: 11 1/4" Clip Point
Handle Material: Fiddleback Maple
Bolster/Guard: Stainless Guard
Finish: Satin
Sheath: Full grain leather sheath
Serialized and limited to 750 Pieces

Read about the
designer
Jerry Fisk

MSRP $399.95
Comes with Leather Sheath and zipper pouch

OVB "Fisk" Southwest Bowie ( #CF0303 )
The newest installment in the Jerry Fisk designed National Living Treasure series of OVB knives, the Southwest
Bowie is among the largest and finest factory produced bowie knives ever made. The 11�, 0170-6C carbon
steel blade is perfectly satin finished and sports a subtle upswept curvature along its top and bottom edges for
the ultimate in high-performance.
The classic shape is ruggedly constructed of the finest materials, including stainless steel guard and ferrule and
hand-finished Desert Ironwood handle. A premium leather sheath is included. This edition is limited to 750
serial-numbered pieces.
TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Blade Steel: 0170-6C Carbon steel
Blade Length: 11 1/4" Clip Point
Handle Material: Desert Ironwood
Bolster/Guard: Stainless Guard
Finish: Satin
Sheath: Full grain leather sheath
Serialized and limited to 750 Pieces

Read about the
designer
Jerry Fisk

MSRP $399.95
Comes with Leather Sheath and zipper pouch

The Latest Edition of Camillus's O.V.B., their very best signature limited edition line,
The CF0401 is a collaboration with Jerry Fisk, designated by Congress as a "National
Living Treasure"
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Blade Steel: 0170-6C Carbon steel
Blade Length: 3.75"
Blade Steel: 0170-6C, .188" stock
Handle Material: Stabilized Curly Maple
Bolster/Guard: Stainless Guard
Finish: Satin
Sheath: Leather with traditional "Frog-Stud"

